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Abstract: This article presents a methodology for predicting the fluid dynamic behavior of a gear
pump over its operating range. Complete pump parameterization was carried out through standard
tests, and these parameters were used to create a bond graph model to simulate the behavior of
the unit. This model was experimentally validated under working conditions in field tests. To
carry this out, the pump was used to drive the auxiliary movements of a drilling machine, and the
experimental data were compared with a simulation of the volumetric behavior under the same
conditions. This paper aims to describe a method for characterizing any hydrostatic pump as a “black
box” model predicting its behavior in any operating condition. The novelty of this method is based
on the correspondence between the variation of the parameters and the internal changes of the unit
when working in real conditions, that is, outside a test bench.

Keywords: gear pumps; ISO (international organization for standardization) hydraulic fluid power
standard; loss coefficients; bong graph; pump efficiency; in-field tests

1. Introduction

The challenge of fluid-dynamically characterizing hydrostatic units began more than
ninety years ago and continues to be a valuable and cutting-edge area of research. Several
researchers have significantly contributed to the field, with the works of Wilson [1], Edge [2],
and Ivantysynova [3] being excellent examples. Several studies have been carried out with
gear pumps [4] and gerotor machines [5].

Fluid-dynamic characterization has to be based on testing the hydrostatic unit in
order to ascertain its steady performance (volumetric and mechanical efficiency), unsteady
characteristics (flow ripple and source impedance), noise generation, and reliability. The
authors have gathered experience in this field over the past twenty years [6,7].

A survey of the scientific literature reveals a great amount of work in this field that
has been pursued by using different models, numerical simulations, and experimental
techniques, in order to describe the gear pump behavior from different points of view [8,9].
In terms of the current state of external gear pumps in the research field, there are two topics
that the major efforts are concentrated on: Efficiency evaluation and tribological assessment.

With regard to efficiency evaluation, Batarra and Mucchi [10] performed an exhaustive
experimental campaign, resulting in a reliable evaluation of a population of pumps based
on a statistical approach, rather than a single pump sample. The experimental procedure
was carried out in laboratory facilities and not in in-field working conditions. Zardin
et al. [11] describe a model that takes into account the position of the gears in the losses,
friction, and viscous leakage during the meshing process. The model results show a good
agreement with the tested commercial unit, although they do not take into account hard
operating conditions, such as a high pressure during in-field machine tests.

With regard to tribological assessment, the wear and its degradation state in an ex-
ternal gear pump have been evaluated by Guo et al. [12]. The authors proved that the
instantaneous flow rate of the gear pump gradually decreases once the wear clearance
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increases, and presented the degradation characteristics. In addition, a high pressure
accelerates the internal wear of the pump. In a very recent work, Casoli et al. [13] analyzed
the effectiveness of textured surfaces, paying special attention to the influence of introduc-
ing dimples in the lubricated couplings of hydraulic pumps. As a result, the tribological
properties are improved.

Over the years, a great amount of numerical research has been conducted on the
phenomena of different natures that occur inside a gear pump, determining its perfor-
mance. In the extensive review carried out by Rundo [14], a compendium of the different
methodologies used in the simulation of flow generated by gear machines in shown. The
use of 2D and 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques to evaluate volumetric
losses and friction losses in complex geometries shows the great effort that has been made
to use simulation models for the design and optimization of this type of machine.

However, the experimental verifications of numerical models are often carried out in
laboratory conditions that have little to do with the working conditions in a real machine.
The question is no longer related to whether the model has been validated, but to under
what conditions this validation has been performed. Therefore, the main objective of this
work is to address the lack of experimental validation of the loss models applied to positive
displacement pumps in real conditions. To carry this out, experiments were conducted
on an external gear pump working in in-field operating conditions on a drilling rig. In
this type of machine, an open hydraulic circuit equipped with a load sensing piston pump
is used for both high power and auxiliary drives. The use of an external gear pump to
conduct the latter would allow the use of a simpler control block.

The work presented in this paper consists of two parts: modeling and testing. When
the pump runs, the oil is transported to the outlet side and the pressure rises due to the
system impedance, involving more leakage from the outlet side to inlet side. Considering
Figure 1b, this occurs between the tooth peak and the casing (path A), between the end
side plates and gears (path B), and in the area of meshing (path C). To compensate for
this increasing leakage due to a higher working pressure, the rear area of the end side
plates is pushed by the working pressure, pressing the end side plate against the gear
and reducing the leakage clearance, as shown in Figure 1c (axial clearance compensation,
Thiagarajan et al. [15]). In this way, these types of pumps are able keep their volumetric
efficiency quite constant in a wide range of working conditions (pressure, oil temperature,
and rotation speed). Therefore, to create a good model that simulates its behavior, it
is necessary to establish the variations of the parameters that define it according to the
working conditions. This work must be carried out in the laboratory by corresponding
international organization for standardization (ISO) tests and treating the results, in order to
parameterize the pump. This work is introduced in the first part of the research presented
in this paper.

However, in a real system, there are pressure fluctuations that depend on both the
hydraulic circuit and the pump flow pulsations. Then the “end plate-oil film” system is
being excited with an oscillatory movement, which is unpredictable a priori, and conse-
quently, the related losses. The dynamics of internal parts are fundamental for defining the
volumetric and mechanical efficiency, and therefore, it is not known if the parameterization
carried out under stable laboratory conditions is valid when the pump has to be operating
under real working conditions. In this study, experiments were carried out in the second
part of the investigation, verifying that the model works correctly in stable conditions,
having certain limitations under unstable conditions.

The parameterization of hydrostatic pumps can be approached from two points of
view: On one hand, by evaluating the flow and torque losses in their range of operating
conditions according to standard ISO 4409:2007 [16], and on the other hand, by studying the
machine as a flow ripple and impedance source according to standard ISO 10767-1:2015 [17].
Both models lead to parameterization of the unit, either through the loss coefficients with
the mathematical treatment of the results at different temperatures or through the flow
ripple and the pump impedance.
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ISO 4409 is usually used to quantify the volumetric and mechanic losses in a steady
state, while ISO 10,767 is usually used to quantify the noise generating capacity and the
unsteady behavior of the tested machine. Oil-hydraulic pumps have been widely studied
from both points of view, but the knowledge on the relationship between the results of
both methodologies needs to be advanced. In this research, both types of studies were
carried out, and the authors consider that flow losses are included in the pump impedance
definition. The uncertainty of the ISO 10,767 results does not allow the volumetric behavior
of the unit to be ascertained with enough precision. In addition, the pump impedance does
not allow the nature of different types of leaks to be determined. For these reasons, only
the ISO4407:2007 results are presented for the pump parameterization, and the oil inertia
and compressibility terms have been included in the model to guarantee that the same
information on the source impedance is obtained, and accordingly, that it is possible to
evaluate the unsteady behavior.

2. Parameterization of the Pump

In a positive volumetric displacement pump, such as the gear pump of Figure 1a, not
all torque applied to the shaft is used to increase the pressure, as there is hydro-mechanical
friction quantified by the mechanical efficiency (this parameter is not mentioned in the
ISO 4409 standard). The leakage occurring through the internal pump clearance means
that not all of the shaft speed is used to deliver flow. The losses are quantified by the
volumetric efficiency.

A loss model is a mathematical formulation of these performances under different
operating conditions. The work published by Wilson [1] describes the nature of the flow
inside volumetric displacement machines, and has been taken as a reference by most
authors, producing models with physical significance in terms of both the shaft torque and
the delivered flow. In these expressions, there are the loss coefficients, and their behavior
can significantly help us to understand how the pump geometry varies according to the
working conditions. Specifically, the expressions used in this paper are very similar to
those proposed by McCandlish et al. [18], adding a turbulent leakage term proposed by
Schlosser [19].
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To develop a good model, first of all, it is necessary to evaluate the main parameter of a
positive displacement pump—the derived capacity—according to ISO 8426:2008 [20]. Then,
the ISO 4409:2007 test is carried out to ascertain the behavior in a steady state, determining
the volumetric and mechanical efficiency in the range of operating conditions.

Mainly, the flow regime for the clearance of an hydrostatic unit can be laminar (the
friction torque is proportional to the rotational speed and viscosity, and the leakage is
proportional to the pressure difference between the pump outlet and inlet and inversely
proportional to the viscosity) or turbulent (the friction torque is proportional to the working
pressure and the leakage is proportional to the square root of the pressure difference
between the pump outlet and the inlet and independent of the viscosity). Other aspects of
the nature of the flow inside a hydrostatic machine can be considered, such as the presence
of air and steam or the temperature increase during fluid compression, but they will not
be taken into account in the model presented in this paper because they cannot easily be
quantified from the results of standardized tests.

It should be noted that there is considerable controversy surrounding the standard
tests, which is beyond the scope of this article. The first and main parameter to evaluate is
the derived capacity. This is defined as the volumetric flow driven by the positive displace-
ment pump per shaft revolution, under zero internal and external leakage flow conditions.
First of all, these zero leak conditions are impossible to obtain in a real test as there is
always a pressure gradient between the suction and discharge line, with corresponding
leaks. Additionally, the method described in the ISO 8426:2007 of extrapolating results to
zero pressure conditions has often been misunderstood. This is due to the fact that both
geometric displacement and Couette flow dragged by the unit have to be included in the
derived capacity. A further problem is that experimental methods for investigating Couette
flow separation from leaks have not yet been developed.

The occurrence of volumetric efficiencies greater than 100% is quite common, as a
consequence of an incorrect procedure for determining the derived capacity. This scenario
has been analyzed by Toet et al. [21] in a revised translation of a work developed more
than 40 years ago by the author, which has been the basis of successive editions of the ISO
8426 standard.

Achten et al. [22] present a review on ISO 4409:2007, analyzing the efficiency and
losses of pumps (and motors) in an alternative way, by taking into account the change
of the internal fluid energy that is neglected in the methodology of the standard test. In
particular, the effects of the bulk modulus are considered in a different and more inclusive
manner. New definitions for the losses and efficiencies of hydrostatic pumps and motors
are derived on the basis of thermodynamic analysis. The new methodology results in a
lower total loss for pumps than the current ISO 4409 standard.

Next, a brief explanation of the classical loss model deduction from expressions of the
flow and friction generated in the internal oil films and orifices will be presented, in order
to show the relationship between loss coefficients and the internal geometry of the unit.

2.1. Flow Losses

Accordingly, the flow delivered by a pump is

Qi = −Qs−Qst−Qc, (1)

where

Qi is the ideal flow without losses,
Qs represents laminar flow losses,
Qst represents turbulent flow losses and,
Qc represents flow reduction due to compressibility.

Q = D′ω−∑ Qs −∑ Qst−Qc= D′ω−∑
[

∆Pe3

12µL
− rωe

2

]
b−∑ CdS

√
2∆P
ρ
− ∆PDω

βe f
, (2)
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where D’ is the geometrical-derived capacity and the value of βef should include the
effects of gas dissolved in the oil (the nature of the leaks can be seen in Figure 2). The
following aspects have to be considered:

• The derived capacity according to ISO 8426 has to take the dragging effects of oil by
the gears into account. Therefore, the derived capacity is

D = D′±∑
rωe

2
b, (3)

where the Couette term can be positive or negative, depending on whether it con-
tributes to increasing or decreasing the derived capacity, respectively;

• Regarding e3

l b, although dimensionally it is equivalent to D, it does not always have to
be proportional to the volumetric displacement. If the pump displacement is modified
by increasing the tooth width, maintaining its modulus (as occurs in pumps of the
same group), the considered term will be the same. In any case, most authors have
adopted the Poiseuille term:

∑
∆Pe3b
12µL

= Cs
∆PD
µ

, (4)

where Cs is the laminar slip coefficient;

• Regarding CdS
√

2∆P
ρ , taking into account that d3 is proportional to D,

∑ CdS

√
2∆P
ρ

= ∑ Cd
πd2

4

√
2∆P
ρ

= ∑ Cd
π

4

√
2∆Pd4

ρ
= Cst

√
2∆PD

4
3

ρ
, (5)

where Cst is the turbulent slip coefficient.
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Finally, the proposed flow model depending on the pump operating conditions is as
follows, which contemplates both laminar and turbulence slip, and flow losses due to the
oil compressibility:

Q = Dω−CS
∆PD
µ
−Cst

√
2∆PD

4
3

ρ
− ∆PDω

βe f
. (6)

Since both turbulent leaks and flow losses due to compressibility do not depend on
the viscosity, any change in temperature will only affect laminar leaks. Therefore, having
obtained the flow at θ1 = 22 ◦C and θ2 = 60 ◦C according to ISO 4409, we could calculate Cs.

Cs =
qp

v,θ1
−qp

v,θ2

∆PD
(

1
µ2
− 1

µ1

) (7)
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The turbulent leaks were evaluated by subtracting the measured laminar leaks and
the losses due to compressibility of the delivered flow:

Qst = qp
v,θ−Qs−Qc. (8)

The turbulent slip coefficient was calculated as

Cst =
Qst√
2∆PD

4
3

ρ .

(9)

2.2. Torque Losses

Consequently, the applied pump torque is

T = Ti+Tfr+Tk = Ti+Tv+Tf+Te, (10)

where

Ti is the ideal torque,
Tfr is the fluid friction torque,
Tk is the Coulombian friction torque,
Tv is the viscous friction torque,
Tf is the load dependent friction torque and,
Te is the small friction torque loss independent of speed and pressure (p.e. shaft seal friction).

It should be noted that in a pump with good lubrication, the oil film does not have
to be broken (this would cause damage by seizure), and therefore, there should be no
Coulombian friction. It can be demonstrated that the friction dependent on the working
pressure and independent of the viscosity can be justified by only taking into account the
hydrodynamic lubrication. The overall friction torque by all considered fluid films can be
evaluated by the following expression (Couette and Poiseuille):

Tfr = ∑
∆Pebr

2
+ ∑

µrωlbr
e

. (11)

The first term only depends on the working pressure of the pump, but has been
deduced from the hydrostatic forces that must be overcome when rotating, irrespective of
whether or not there is Coulombian friction. If we assume that the oil film has broken, so
that metal-to-metal contact occurs, qualitatively, the friction torque can be determined by

TK = ∑µk∆Pblr. (12)

Therefore, the hydrodynamic, hydrostatic, and possible Coulombian friction depend
on a dimensionally cubic length term that can be associated with the derived capacity.
This statement is more truthful if the derived capacity variation occurs by modifying the
gear diameter. In any case, we could evaluate the torque to rotate the pump with the
following expressions.

Ti = ∆PD, (13)

Tv = ∑
µrωlbr

e
= CvµωD, (14)

Tf = ∑
∆Pebr

2
+ ∑µk∆Pblr = Cf∆PD. (15)

With Cv representing the viscous friction coefficient and Cf representing the Coulom-
bian friction coefficient, and not taking into account Te due to its low values, the model of
mechanical losses is

T = ∆PD−CvµωD−Cf∆PD. (16)
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Since Coulombian friction does not depend on the viscosity, any change in temperature
will only affect the laminar friction. Therefore, having obtained the torque at θ1 = 22 ◦C
and θ2 = 60 ◦C according to ISO 4409, we can calculate Cv.

Cv =
Tp
θ1
−Tp

θ2

(µ 1−µ2)ωD
(17)

The Coulombian friction is evaluated by subtracting the measured laminar friction of
the shaft torque.

Tf = T− Tv (18)

The Coulombian coefficient is calculated as

Cf =
Tf

∆PD
. (19)

The previously deduced loss models, as already argued, have a physical meaning and
are valid for any hydrostatic machine. However, the assumption of constant leakage coeffi-
cients means that these models are only valid for a certain range of operating conditions.
To use them in the whole operation range, it is necessary to take into account the changes of
the losses coefficients with the pressure and the rotation speed. These changes will reflect
the variations in the internal unit geometry, and are basically related to the balance of the
lubrication regime, that is, the position of the side plates in external gear pumps.

3. Experimental Procedure
3.1. Test Benches

According to ISO 8426:2008, the test employed to determine the volumetric capacity
was carried out with flow rates recorded for a pressure range over which the capacity was
nominally constant. Approximately, this occurs at around 5% of the maximum working
pressure, as indicated in the previous edition ISO 8426:1988. Hence, for two different speeds,
it was evaluated as D = ∆qve/∆n, and the results have been extrapolated at the point where
∆P = 0. Annex B of the ISO 8426: 2008 standard presents the principle of calculation of the
derived capacity using a zero-pressure intercept method. However, this method can lead to
values of volumetric efficiency higher than 100%. Neglecting the evaluation of the dragged
Couette flow or the compensating mechanisms (for example, lateral plate axial clearance in
a gear pump) means that the theoretical flow calculated based on the volumetric capacity
is lower than the real one, and inevitably, that volumetric efficiencies are higher than 100%.
That is mentioned in the paper of Toet et al. [21]. The value of the test presented a derived
capacity of 14.7 cm3, identical to the manufacturer information.

The ISO 4409 established a methodology for determining the pump performance.
Volumetric and overall efficiencies were calculated based on the volumetric displacement
obtained with the previous test, also producing the loss coefficients, as explained above.
The relationship between the leakage coefficients and the operating conditions is shown
in Figure 3. Brief considerations of the loss coefficients’ behavior and the pump internal
changes are as follows:

• The side end plate movement is reflected in the laminar slip coefficient variation. This
coefficient decreases as the working pressure increases because the oil film thickness
between the side plate and the gear also decreases due to the axial compensation
mechanism. This is the main reason why a pressure rise does not cause a significant
increase in leakage, keeping the volumetric efficiency above 90% in the entire range
of operation;

• This coefficient decreases slightly as the rotational speed increases because end plate
balance between the hydrodynamic forces on the gear side and the hydrostatic forces
on the back side is achieved with smaller oil film thicknesses. This phenomenon
is more significant at high rotational speeds, even reaching negative values at low
pressures (2200 and 2400 rpm). An explanation for this is that the Couette flow
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dragged to the pump outlet is higher than the Poiseulle slip at the pump suction. This
behavior reaffirms the fact that the variation of the laminar slip coefficient is closely
related to the separation between the side plates and the gear face, and also that it is
not experimentally possible to separate Poiseuille leaks from Couette leaks;

• The viscous friction coefficient behavior is inverse, since an increase in its value
indicates a decrease in the oil film thickness. The mechanical efficiency remains
approximately constant, since the Coulomb friction coefficient decreases quickly from
0 to 100 bar. The explanation for this behavior is that the slip intensifies turbulent
flow until 100 bar. This can be seen with the growth of the turbulent slip coefficient
until 150 bar. The conclusion is that the pump, when working at high pressures
and speeds between 1200 and 1800 rpm, mainly exhibits laminar slip and a good
lubrication regime.

• Assuming that both turbulent leakage and Coulomb friction mainly occur between
the tooth peak and the casing, the variation of the coefficients Cst and Cf is related to
the oil film thickness between the gear shaft and the hydrodynamic bearings located
on the side plates. An increase in pressure up to about 100 bar leads to movement of
the side plate until it comes into contact with the casing. Then, higher pressures lead
to a decrease in the oil film thickness between the shaft and the hydrodynamic bearing
located on these plates and the teeth peaks approach the casing in the suction zone.
Due to the side plate configuration, it is in this area where the separation between the
high-pressure and low-pressure area occurs.
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3.2. In-Field Machine Test

The machine chosen to install the tested gear pump was a drilling rig manufactured by
Construcciones Mecanicas LLAMADA Type P140, which can be seen in Figure 4a. Basically,
this machine has three oil hydraulic systems: A closed circuit system for the drilling rotary
table (piston pump 210 cm3 and maximum pressure 400 bar); a load sensing LS system
for winch, tracks, and auxiliary drives (piston pump 165 cm3 and maximum pressure
350 bar); and an open circuit system for the fluid conditioning system (gear pump 43 cm3

and maximum pressure 20 bar). The diesel engine can run from 800 to 2000 rpm, and units
are coupled by means of a pump drive with a ratio of 1:1. The operator sets the engine
speed, selects the drive to move, and controls the direction and flow from the hydraulic
joysticks installed in the machine cabin.
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Regarding the LS system, a compensated proportional control block allows sixteen
movements to be driven. These can be the main high-flow motors (tracks and winches), or
one of the cylinders for auxiliary drives, mainly linear actuators (tower lift, counterweight,
auger guide, tower feet, feet of platform, tower head, etc.). Each movement has a maximum
flow defined by the calibrated spool, and a maximum working pressure according to the
setting of the LS relief valve of the element. The working pressure is the highest required
by the actuators plus the pump stand-by, while the delivered flow is the sum of the flows
of all the actuators. The objective of this in-field machine test is to carry out predetermined
movements with the gear pump in real conditions, in order to check the goodness of the
model developed with the losses coefficients. In this way, we will have a tool to study the
feasibility of replacing the piston pump with the gear pump in auxiliary movements, in
order to economize the system by using a simpler and more efficient control block.
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3.2.1. Adaptation of the Gear Pump

This assembly was made by coupling the gear pump on the rear cover of the LS pump,
which was ready to couple to an auxiliary pump, as can be seen in Figure 4b. Therefore, an
SAE J498B 9 teeth 16/32 pitch spline shaft pump was installed, instead of the one tested on
the test bench, coupled to an electric motor, with a UNI 5589 tapered shaft and European
mounting flange. This is the only difference between the one mounted on the test bench
and the one used on the real machine. To cancel the flow supplied by the original pump,
the LS line was depressurized and its standby was regulated at the minimum value (11 bar),
as can be seen in Figure 5. The pressure line from the gear pump was a connecter after a
check valve was installed at the outlet of the LS pump, so that the incoming flow to the
main distributor only came from the gear pump.
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The main control block was a combination of two sizes of pressure compensated
proportional load sensing valves. One of these was converted from a closed center to
open center configuration to perform the tests, by mounting the conversion kit on the inlet
cover (Figure 6). Therefore, the system’s regulation behaves like a compensating 3-way
flow regulator, where the throttle opening (element spool) is controlled by the operator
through the cabin joystick and the system stand-by is determined by the compensator
spring (theoretical value 14 bar).
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Finally, the instrumentation used was PARKER Serviceman Plus equipment [23],
specially designed for data acquisition in-field tests. A pressure transducer with a precision
±0.25% and a flowmeter with a precision ±1% were used together with the software
SensoWin 7.1.

3.2.2. Selection of the Movements to Work

The mast foot and jib movements were chosen because they work perfectly within
the operating range of the gear pump, being subjected to load oscillations that allow us to
monitor the system in both steady and non-steady conditions. The sampling frequency will
be low when the intension is to study the behavior in a steady state, since the duration of
the data acquisition is relatively long. For unsteady behavior, acquisition will be carried out
every 30 ms, moving the tower foot near its end of the stroke, in order to generate pressure
oscillations. In this way, the behavior of the model can be studied in both permanent and
transitory conditions. The study of the flow fluctuations with an acquisition time lower
than 30 ms was dismissed owing to two opposed effects: the flow fluctuations by the
pump (interesting to validate the model of this work) against the compressibility of the
installation (not interesting for the aim of this work).

During the movement of the mast foot, the forces involved were the friction of tubular
guides, the structure weight, and the pressure needed to open the overcenter valve, with a
setting of 350 bar and a ratio of 1:4. The pressure was approximately 90 bar when it was
lowering and 135 bar when it was rising, but these values depended on both the controlled
flow and the speed of the diesel engine, since they determined the mechanical friction of
cylinder guides and the pressure losses of the hydraulic system. The setting of the LS relief
valve of this element was approximately 250 bar. When this value is reached, it indicates
that the cylinder has reached the end of its stroke.

In terms of the jib, the pressure was not constant during the movement, since there
was variation in the geometry of the mechanism. The pressure required for lowering it
was between 90 and 110 bar, while for raising it, it was between 130 and 160 bar. The
setting of the LS relief valve of this element was approximately 220 bar. When the graphs
of the results show that the pressure dropped to approximately 20 bar, it indicates that
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the operator had centered the joystick, stopping the movement, and therefore, the pump
worked at standby plus the pressure in the return line. Pressure oscillations indicate that
the operator varied the flow supplied to the cylinder by acting on the control joystick.

The tests were carried out at different speeds of the diesel engine, trying to cover
the pump speed range from 1000 to 2000 rpm. The engine regulation procedure did not
allow the speed to be set with precision, because it could only be regulated step by step,
but the value shown on the cabin display was very exact, since the sensor signal came
directly from the engine. Therefore, the test speeds were 1030, 1467, and 1961 rpm. The
fact that the engine had a power of 345 kW made the speed variation with the pump
pressure negligible. The pump worked within its operating range, being subjected to load
variations of different intensities. This work on a real system, with its inductive, resistive,
and capacitive impedances, made it the ideal framework to validate the goodness of the
leakage model.

4. System Simulation

Once the behavior of the pump was studied, ascertaining the volumetric and mechan-
ical losses in different operating conditions and the parameters that govern them, a model
to simulate this behavior was designed using bond graph diagrams. This is a method of
modeling dynamic systems that can be applied to different fields, being very common in oil
hydraulic systems [24]. 20-SIM software [25] was used to process the bond graph diagram.

A model of the system is shown in Figure 7, defining the pump behavior by Equa-
tion (6) (supplied flow) and Equation (16) (input torque). The different parts of the bond
graph are equivalent to those of the scheme in Figure 5. Section 1 corresponds to the tested
pump, Section 2 to the hose between the pump and the instrumentation, Section 3 to the
hose between the instrumentation and the control block, and Section 4 to the relief valve.
The diagram represents the pump connected to a pressure source (MSe SYSTEM), which
corresponds to the duty cycle of the machine to be studied. This cycle was established by
experimentally measuring the working pressure and temperature. The input pump condi-
tions are the rotation speed (MSf ENGINE) and the derived capacity (DISPLACEMENT).
The fluid density was considered to be constant and the pump inertia was considered to
be negligible.
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VISC and MSe COUL introduce the viscous and Coulombian friction losses, respectively.
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It should be noted that these blocks need the viscous and Coulomb friction coefficients
(Cv and Cf), whose values were tuned by polynomial adjustments of the values versus
pressure. Since the simulated machine operates at the constant speed of the diesel engine
that drives the pump, the speed dependence of the friction coefficients was not taken into
account, although it was known from experimental tests on the test bench.

The MTF PUMP transformer corresponds to a theoretical ideal pump. The following
0 node determines the volumetric efficiency of the pump. MSf LAMIN and MSf TURB
introduce the laminar and turbulent leakage, respectively. We should note that these
blocks need the laminar and turbulent slip coefficients (Cs and Cst), which were tuned by
polynomial adjustments of the values versus pressure. MSf COMP introduces the volume
reduction due to the compression of suctioned fluid and C COMPRPUMP introduces the
fluid compressibility in the outlet passage. Moreover, the inertia and resistance of the outlet
passage were taken into account in INERTPUMP and RoutPUMP, respectively. Therefore,
the pump is represented as a flow source, together with its impedance, with resistive,
capacitive, and inertial terms.

Each hose used (Sections 2 and 3) was parameterized with its capacity, inertia, and
resistance, according to its diameter, length, and effective bulk modulus, and the relief
valve (Section 4) was introduced by means of the mathematical expression of the pressure
versus flow graph supplied by the control block manufacturer.

The interaction with the machine was introduced by means of the SYSTEM file, which
was obtained during the simulation with 20SIM. This functionality allows the model to
know the real pressure, flow, and temperature during the duty cycle. The measured
temperature was used to obtain the real value of viscosity during the simulation time,
since its value is not constant during the tests. Hence, by comparing the flow generated by
the model with that measured in the machine working in the same conditions, we could
analyze the correlation between simulated and real behavior and verify the goodness of
the model.

Finally, the model shown in Figure 7 is a simplified diagram of the bond graph used
for the simulation, where there are calculation blocks and links between different parts
of the system. The representation of the complete diagram complicates the conceptual
understanding of the system.

5. Results and Discussion

Figures 8–10 show the evolution of the experimental pressure and temperature mea-
surements versus time, which were introduced into the bond graph model through the
SYSTEM file. With these data, the simulation program was started, obtaining the modeled
flow versus time. In the graphs, this result is compared with the measured flow. The ratios
between the modeled flow rate and the measured flow versus the theoretical flow rate
were also calculated, producing the modeled and real volumetric efficiency, respectively.
Finally, the mechanical efficiency was modeled. In this work, only the volumetric losses
were validated experimentally, because the installation of the torque transducer between
the pump drive of the machine and the pump was very difficult. These tests were carried
out at different engine speeds, both for the movement of the tower foot and for the jib.

In all the graphs, there was a slight offset between the modeled and measured flow,
which was more noticeable at 1030 rpm. This was due to a minor error in the speed engine
indication, which was directly entered into the model using the RPM parameter.
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Figure 8a shows that the flow decreased slightly during a prolonged period of the
pump operating at constant pressure (approximately 70 and 100 bar), while the model
remained constant as the operating conditions were not changing (the temperature varia-
tion is negligible). The reason for this could be that the hydrodynamic balance in pump
lubrication was difficult to achieve at low speeds. This was also observed in the ISO4409
tests, noting a difficulty in keeping the flow constant with steady operating conditions
and an appreciable hysteresis (different flow measured with the same working conditions).
This only happened at low speeds, not being noticeable in Figures 8b and 7c. This behavior
could be related to the instability of the loss coefficients at low speeds (600–1000 rpm) and
low pressures. Although the ISO 4409 tests were also carried out at 5 and 10 bar, the results
were omitted from the model as they considerably distorted the polynomial adjustments
of the loss coefficients. Toet, G., et al. [22] specifically noticed “the kinematic uncertainty of
the pumps and motors at low pressures”. In Figure 9a, the offset between the measured
flow and the modeling flow considerably increases. In spite of the fact that the working
temperature was approximately 8–10 ◦C higher than the tests with the tower foot, the
modeled flow already takes into account the correlation between the viscosity of oil SHELL
Tellus S2 V46 [26] and temperature when calculating the leakage in the model. Therefore,
this difference can only be explained by the randomness of the internal balance of the
pump at low speeds.

At speeds of 1467 and 1961 rpm, a real volumetric efficiency greater than the modeling
is observed when increasing the pressure, especially in situations of sudden changes. The
differences between the flow rate and efficiency modeled with the experimental values
are not due to uncertainty of the viscosity correlation or the inaccuracy in capturing the
rotational speed of the engine. These reasons did not justify the divergences observed
when there were sudden load changes. If a pressure increase carries a greater flow, this
means that the axial compensation mechanism of the pump acts with more energy than that
modeled by the leakage coefficients Cs and Cst. Additionally, when the pressure dropped
to a stand-by value because the operator stopped the movement, a flow peak occurred.

The pressure peak stuck the side plate against the gears, so the leakage remained con-
stant or decreased. Then, when the pressure decreased, the plate did not separate with the
same magnitude of the gears, suddenly increasing the flow rate. This phenomenon could be
significantly appreciated in Figure 9b between t = 15 and 25(s), and it is surely also related
to the hysteresis mentioned above. An explanation may be that the compensation mecha-
nism is not immediate because the pump lubrication regime requires some time to reach
equilibrium. Working in real conditions, before reaching this equilibrium, the impedance
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may have changed, in such a way that it can explain the slight differences between the
behavior on the test bench (the modeling) and the real behavior under unsteady conditions.

There is a peak flow in the model when simulating an unstable operation that did not
show up on the measured flow graph (Figure 10). As the data acquisition time was 30 ms,
the flowmeter might not be able to capture these peaks of the order of milliseconds. These
peaks could be minimized by introducing capacities smaller than those corresponding
to the dimensions of the pipe and the outlet passage of the pump in the model. When a
sudden decompression occurred, there was an increase in the volumetric flow due to the
internal energy of the fluid.

In Figure 10, an interesting curiosity could also be seen. The real flow was slightly
delayed versus the modeled flow. While the latter perfectly followed the evolution of
the pressure, since the calculation of the leakage coefficients occurred immediately, the
measured flow shows the time required for internal hydrodynamic adjustment of the pump
parts, and therefore, a delay occurred.

The pump used in the field tests was not the same as the unit used in the laboratory
tests. Although the manufacturing inaccuracies and tolerances caused a statistical spread
in the geometric capacity, which, in many cases, was too large for a correct determination of
the losses, this was not the reason why the model flow differs from the real one, especially at
low or very high pressures. The leakage coefficients were calculated based on a polynomial
fit as a function of pressure, minimizing the mean square error. However, at some points,
there was a substantial difference between the experimental coefficients and the values
used in the model, especially at low pressures.

6. Conclusions

A gear pump was parameterized from the results of standard tests, building a classic
loss model where the coefficients should have a physical meaning related to the internal
kinematics of the unit. This model was implemented by using the bond graph technique,
simulating the pump performance under different operating conditions. Finally, the experi-
mental volumetric behavior during in-field tests, driving auxiliary movements in a pile
drilling machine, was compared with the simulated volumetric behavior under identical
conditions, checking the model goodness. This also took into account the resistance, capac-
ity, and inertia of the pump’s output passage, so it intrinsically included the concept of the
impedance of the pump.

The correlation between the measured flow rate and the modeling was reasonably
accurate and therefore, it could be concluded that laboratory tests under stable conditions
could be used to model the pump and simulate its operation under quasi-steady conditions.

As expected, the model had certain limitations. At low speeds and pressures, the
predicted results did not exactly follow the measured ones. This could be due to random-
ness in the internal hydrodynamic equilibrium. The model did not take into account the
hysteresis in the operation of the pump, that is, under the same operating conditions, the
flow is not the same. Finally, the hydrodynamic equilibrium was not immediately achieved,
as the model predicted. For these reasons, the model could be improved in non-stationary
conditions, introducing additional terms in the bond graph to include the response time of
the end side plates and its influence on the pump behavior. For validation of the resulting
model, specific studies of transients will have to be carried out with time scales smaller
than those presented in this research.

The great dependence of the loss coefficients with the operating conditions makes it
advisable to introduce three-dimensional polynomial correlations in the model, that is, the
coefficients as a function of pressure and rotation speed. When reaching this complexity, it
might be more convenient to simply work with the volumetric and mechanical efficiency,
instead of the four loss coefficients considered.

Methodically, the knowledge acquired in the laboratory was applied in real working
conditions, having revealed certain limitations in the ISO standard tests on positive dis-
placement pumps. Although there was some controversy regarding these standards, they
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were a very powerful tool for characterizing the operation of this type of machine, as was
demonstrated in this research.

Finally, it was proposed that similar tests with mechanical losses were carried out, by
installing a torque transducer between the pump drive and the tested unit. Comparing
the pump impedance in the bond graph model with the results of the ISO 10,767 tests and
introducing the pumping mechanism in the model are also interesting challenges that can
be addressed.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description Units
b Oil film width m
Cd Discharge coefficient -
Cf Coulombian friction coefficient -
Cs Laminar slip coefficient -
Cst Turbulent slip coefficient -
Cv Viscous friction coefficient -
d Orifice diameter m
D Derived capacity m3rad−1

D′ Geometrical derived capacity m3rad−1

e Oil film thickness m
l Oil film length m

qp
v,θ

Flow rate pump at outlet ISO 4409 at pressure p and
temperature θ

m3s−1

qp
v,θ1

Flow rate pump at outlet ISO 4409 at pressure p and
temperature θ1

m3s−1

qp
v.θ2

Flow rate pump at inlet ISO 4409 at pressure p
temperature θ2

m3s−1

Q Real pump flow rate m3s−1

Qc Compressed flow rate m3s−1

Qi Ideal pump flow rate m3s−1

Qs Laminal leakage flow rate m3s−1

Qst Turbulent leakage flow rate m3s−1

r Radius in oil film m
S Orifice area m2

https://www.pedro-roquet.com
https://www.pedro-roquet.com
https://cm-llamada.es
https://cm-llamada.es
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T Real torque Nm
Te Shaft seal frictional torque Nm
Tf Load dependent frictional torque Nm
Tfr Frictional torque (Fluid) Nm
Ti Ideal torque Nm
Tk Friction torque (Coulomb) Nm
Tv Viscous frictional torque Nm

Tp
θ

Torque pump ISO 4409 at pressure p and
temperature θ

Nm

Tp
θ1

Torque pump ISO 4409 at pressure p and
temperature θ1

Nm

Tp
θ2

Torque pump ISO 4409 at pressure p and
temperature θ2

Nm

(Greek letters)
∆P Pressure increase in the pump Pa
βe f Effective bulk modulus Pa
µ Dynamic viscosity Pa s
µ1 Dynamic viscosity at temperature θ1 Pa s
µ2 Dynamic viscosity at temperature θ2 Pa s
ρ Mass density Kg m−3

ω Rotation speed of the pump rad s−1
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